
WOOD FLOORING IN ALL IT’S GLORY

SCRATCH, WEAR
& STAIN RESISTANT

UNICLIC - BEST GLUE-FREE
CLICK JOINING SYSTEM

SUPERIOR
STABILITY



Genuine European Oak
• Nothing surpasses the appeal of a wood floor

Wear warranty
• A beautiful finish for years to come

Uniclic® glue-free installation system
• Fastest, easiest & strongest joining system in the world
• Can be walked on during and immediately after 

installation

Full accessory range
• Closely matched accessories for a beautiful finish

The Nature’s Oak range uses a character-enriched grade of 
genuine European Oak, designed to bring the features of the 
forest to your floor. These rustic features are matched with 
a brushed and textured matt surface for a classic timeless 
look and feel. Micro-bevels on the long side, and a palette of 
contemporary colours provide an inspirational platform for 
any interior.

Extra wide boards in 

Black Forest
WBO9008



Scratch resistant
• More resistant to scratching, scuffing and staining 

thanks to a strong, protective wear layer.

Environmentally friendly
• Produced from sustainable materials and resources
• Low emission profile

Structural warranty
• For peace of mind

Low maintenance
• Easy to clean
• No oiling required

Sierra
WBO4008

Nature’s Oak planks have superior stability thanks to a 
plantation hardwood core. All the planks are brushed and 
finished with 7 scratch, wear and stain resistant layers of high 
performance European lacquer for a lifetime of enjoyment. 

Manufactured to the highest standards using materials sourced 
from sustainably managed resources.

timeless designs



Nature’s Oak
1820 x 190 x 14mm nominal
1 box = 2.075m2 = 6 planks
up to 4 shorter boards per pack

Eiger 
WBO1008

Aspen Grey 
WBO3008

Dolomite 
WBO0102

Arctic White 
WBO0008

Blanc 
WBO2008

Sierra 
WBO4008

Manor  
WBO0101

Matterhorn  
WBO6008



Black Forest 
WBO9008

Rushmore 
WBO0104 

Denali 
WBO0103

French Grey 
WBO8008

AC4 - class 32

French Grey
WBO8008



It’s natural

Grading

Colour

Knots  (measured in accordance with EN311)

Sapwood

Medullary rays

lively variation

max. 80 mm, qty per panel - no limit

high

high

low

low

allowed

allowed

Nature’s Oak contains a lively level of variation in colour and 
grain structure. Planks have been selected with large filled 
knots to provide an authentic “forest to the floor” charm.

Timber is a natural product and includes a selection of knots 
and other features in line with the beauty of Oak. Colour and 
grain variation from the sample, and within the floor, is to be 
expected and distinguishes your Nature’s Oak as real, natural 
timber. 

Wood flooring is not colour fast. Whenever samples or 
flooring are exposed to natural light, they will change colour.

There will always be slight noise associated with any wood 
flooring systems, this is a normal part of wood flooring and 
may vary with the climate.

Dolomite
WBO0102



To enjoy a full warranty, use only Uniclic installation kit, recommended underlay and cleaning product.

Scotia
QFSCOT(-)
Closely colour matched trims for a 
perfect finish.
240 x 1.7 x 1.7cm

Installation set
RFIK
Allows easy and professional installation

Incizo profile
QSWINCP(-)
Multi functional finishing accessory
215 x 4.8 x 1.3cm

Underlay
C-LAY(-) | QSC-LAY(-)
Standard Combi-Lay for a successful 
installation. Quiet-Step Combi-lay for the 
best result and a quieter, more solid floor 
underfoot.
Available in 20 and 50m2 rolls x 2mm

Cleaning kit
QSSPRAYKIT
A simple way of keeping your floor 
looking new

Also available separately:
Cleaning product 1000ml 
QSCLEANING1000

Cleaning mop 
QSSPRAYMOP

Accessories
Nature’s Oak offers a complete solution with closely matching accessories for a beautiful finish of your floor.

A timber friendly indoor environment
For new dwellings a timber floor should be installed once window coverings are fitted and within two weeks of 
occupation, so that the floor can experience normal interior conditions. Abnormal interior conditions may lead to 
cracking, shrinking, cupping or other distortion of the wood flooring which is not covered by warranty.

To retain the character and beauty of real timber flooring ensure that you always take the necessary care and 
maintenance outlined in our product documentation.
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